Russian State released new drones
Drones leaked to black market.
Russian State has released a
new series of drones that are
designed to fit in across
wilderness areas, parks, and
in urban areas that have a
high population of birds of
prey.
The new drones, called
Хищная птица (Translates to
Predatory Birds) are larger
drones with full sensor
packages. <At 400m these
things look just like a bird. Scary what the Russian State has come up with.> Former UCAS
Soldier
These drones are mostly surveillance drones and
have an enhanced sensor arey with a lv5 sensor
package, but can be modified to have attack
capabilities by removing the enhancement system
leaving the drone with a standard lv3 sensor
package.
<The lv5 sensor arey is amazing. It lets us see so
much. I am loving these drones. A little big, but
worth the money.> Drone Swarm
Attack modifications are either 2 heavy pistols, 1 sniper rifle, or 1 light MP. There is no recoil
compensation on this drone body making repeated firing more difficult. There is also no cargo
capacity so the ammo for these weapons is limited to the magazine/belt for the weapon only.
<Losing the sensor enhancements makes it not worth modifying for the drone for weapons. Use
other drones for the weapons if you need them.>
Cy-eye
The skin of the drones can be easily changed to fit
into any location. As of this printing, the Russian
State has released 12 different skins for the drone. 6
of them for Europe/Asia and 6 for North/South
America.

<Если вы копаете достаточно, на матрице можно найти рисунок, чтобы создать
собственную шкуру, что делает этот беспилотник очень замаскированным. Слово на
улицах Москвы говорит, что они работают над версией, которая может приземляться и
садиться на площади в течение нескольких дней. > Russian Runner
Translation:
<If you dig enough, the pattern can be found on the matrix to create your own skin making this
very camouflaged drone. Word on the streets in Moscow says that they are working on a
version that can land and sit in an area for days at a time.> Russian Runner
Drone: Хищная птица (Bird of Prey)
Bird of Prey
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If remove the advanced sensor array then the one of the weapons below can be installed.
Heavy Pistol: Маленький нарушитель (Putin Violator)
Damage

AP

Recoil

Ammo Capacity

Availability

7P

-1

---

15

550

Sniper Rifle: AT&T 795 Протяни и коснись кого-нибудь (Reach out and Touch Somebody)
Damage

AP
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Availability

7P
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-----
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Light MP: кавалер эванатор (Cavalier Evanator)
Damage

AP

Recoil

Ammo
Capacity

Weapon Cost

Availability

4P

+1

1
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750

10R

